
ATHEISM & AGNOSTICISM – MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS

Which of the statements is most likely to be true?

◯ 1a) An atheist is somebody who believes in a
god.

◯ 1b) An atheist is somebody who does not believe
in a god.

◯ 1c) An atheist is somebody who does not believe
anything.

◯ 2a) An agnostic is somebody who is certain a
god exists.

◯ 2b) An agnostic is somebody who is certain
there are no gods.

◯ 2c) An agnostic is somebody who says we can’t
know whether a god exists or not.

◯ 3a) Humanists believe everyone is an atheist or
an agnostic.

◯ 3b) Humanists believe we can lead good and
happy lives without believing in a god – many
atheists and agnostics are humanists.

◯ 3c) Everyone who does not believe in a god is a
humanist

◯ 4a) Many atheists don’t believe in a god because
they see no reason or evidence to believe.

◯ 4b) Many atheists don’t believe in a god because
they have proof that no gods exist.

◯ 4c) Many atheists say they don’t believe in a god
but really they do.

◯ 5a) For many atheists, the existence of pain and
su�ering in the world makes it hard to believe in
a good god.

◯ 5b) Many atheists believe god causes all the
pain and su�ering in the world.

◯ 5c) Many atheists believe there is no pain and
su�ering in the world.

◯ 6a) Atheists believe they can prove for certain
that there is no god.

◯ 6b) Atheists believe that religious people have
proof god exists, but atheists choose to ignore
this.

◯ 6c) Atheists generally accept that we can’t
prove for certain that there is no god, but they
do not think this is a good reason to believe that
a god exists.

◯ 7a) All religious people believe in a god.

◯ 7b) All non-religious people are atheists.

◯ 7c) Some people who identify as religious don’t
believe in a god.

◯ 8a) Atheists believe a god created human
beings.

◯ 8b) Atheists believe gods are a human
invention.

◯ 8c) Atheists believe horses believe in horse
gods.

◯ 9a) Atheists don’t believe in miracles – they
believe such events either have a natural
explanation or they didn’t happen.

◯ 9b) Atheists believe miracles are the actions of
a god.

◯ 9c) Atheists believe miracles happened in the
past but don’t anymore.

◯ 10a) Atheists believe that there is no
explanation for why people believe in a god.

◯ 10b) Atheists believe that nobody really
believes in a god.

◯ 10c) Atheists believe that science, psychology,
and social influences can help explain why
some people believe in a god.
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ATHEISM & AGNOSTICISM – MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS

Answers

1) B
2) C
3) B
4) A
5) A
6) C
7) C
8) B
9) A
10) C
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